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Brand New Book. Laura Silvana is a medical and spiritual intuitive whose mediumship abilities
extend into the world of nature spirits. Born with an ability to see and hear spirits, her fascinating
true story includes the wisdom imparted from a powerful shaman who taught her how to work
with the energies of the plant kingdom. Silvana tunes in to individual flowers and herbs and lets the
plants speak for themselves. Dandelions possess a whimsical vibration to help counteract despair.
Lilacs offer contentment and stability during times of transition. Red Clover is a powerful healer
that inspires courage, will, and determination. This guide reveals the spiritual and emotional
healing properties of thirty versatile plants and gives simple instructions for making plant spirit
remedies at home. Both the plants and the ailments they treat are cross-referenced so readers can
easily find the information they seek.
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Reviews
It in just one of the most popular ebook. It usually fails to price an excessive amount of. You will not really feel monotony at at any moment of your time
(that's what catalogues are for about when you check with me).
-- Ma tteo Tor p
Good eBook and beneficial one. It really is simplified but unexpected situations from the 50 percent from the ebook. You can expect to like the way the
blogger publish this ebook.
-- B r idie Str a cke DDS
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